
Experience the Magic of the Moment in 2015 and BE LOVE 

I am blessed with some wonderful friends and one of the first text I received this year was a 
fabulous and uplifting message that began like this: 

“The Boarding of flight 2 0 1 5 has been announced.  Your luggage should only contain the best 
souvenirs from 2014.  The bad and sad moments should be left in the garbage.  The duration of the 
flight will be 12 months, so tighten your seat belts.  The next stop overs will be Health, Love, Joy, 
Harmony, Well-Being and Peace.  The Captain offers you the following menu which will be served 
during the flight:  A Cocktail of Friendship, A Supreme of Health, A Gratin of Prosperity, A Bowl of 
Excellent News, A Salad of Success, A Cake of Happiness, all accompanied by Bursts of Laughter. 
Wishing you and your family an enjoyable trip on board flight 2 0 1 5”. 

The New Year is always a good time to pass the “Love and Happiness” vibe around in abundance 
and also have an honest reflection of life and recognise who you are, where you are, what you’ve 
been doing and most importantly what you’d like to achieve in the coming year.  All in all a 
wonderful time to set your intentions for the future.  I sense this year of 2015 could see a massive 
year of change for our world.   

Based on the 9 Star Ki Astrology system which starts on 4 February 2015 we move into a 3 year, 
which is a symbolic year of new growth and development, spontaneity, and fast and rapid 
movement.  It represents the rising energy of spring-time and full force of initiating projects, new 
changes and opportunities.   

Based on Numerology 2015 is an 8 year: 2(unity)+0(magnifying glass)+1(new beginning)
+5(freedom and change) adds up to 8(Divine Feminine unconditional LOVE, eternal flow 
abundance and justice). 

You may like to consider these thoughts when you set out your intention for the year.  None of us 
knows what lies ahead, but as more of us learn to live in the moment and capture the fullness of life, 
our everyday can become simpler and easier.  If “Wisdom is Knowledge in action”, and the basic 
meaning of knowledge is “to draw out of”, let us truly open ourselves to the unlimited wisdom of 
the Universe, make the most of our every moment and utilise every thought for the Highest Good of 
Mankind and Humanity.  Keep your thoughts and words positive and add to our energy pool in this 
heightened way.  Whatever you think and say, you create in your life.  Listen to yourself and use 
your words and thoughts as a heightened tool to raise your level of vibration and become your true 
self: FABULOUS!   

I suggest we all continue to remain positive and visualise PEACE and work with our own inner 
“magic”, to create efficiency and effectiveness in our lives, and win-win situations in all that we do 
and say.  There is a lot to be said for the phrase “work smarter not harder”, and this has been a huge 
learning for me in my own fulfilment, in somehow doing less and creating more.  Wherever we are 
and whatever we do we can bring in the Light of Love and create more harmony in that space.  To 
think “it” is to do “it”, and often the unspoken word is much more powerful than what you 
physically say.  So keep all your language and thought patterns on a high vibration all the time.  
Rise above others who are not yet in that space and shine your Light to show them the way forward.   



I am so very lucky to be able to look back over the last few years in absolute wonderment of all the 
experiences I have shared.  In my everyday I am fed by the brightness of spontaneity and creativity 
in all that I do and the joyful and positive conversations shared, and live in thanks and gratitude for 
all the blessings I experience. 

I believe there has never been a better time to take full responsibility for ourselves and step into the 
Light of our Love.  Remember that in this life the only person we are ultimately responsible for is 
ourselves, as we choose which direction to move forward for the next part of our journey on the 
delight of life! 

I feel I have learned so very much in my life, and am blessed to continue waking up each morning 
to open the first page of another new book and day of surprises.  My work has only developed in the 
way it has by keeping an open mind and flexible attitude, continuing to listen and learn from anyone 
I meet up with on our path of Light, and growing my own faith, trust and belief.  I thank those who 
have specifically shared “key” words and phrases in conversations as an “undercover" message of 
guidance!  This has often triggered a little bell in my head to act on them or pass these words on to 
others, to enable us all to continue to walk our path of freedom and love in support of each other. 

Here are some other really lovely New Year messages for sharing: 

Always remember for 2015…….life is short, break the rules, forgive quickly, kiss slowly, love 
truly, laugh uncontrollably and never regret anything that made you smile! 

The journey is the reward.  May this New Year be a step forward in leading you to new 
adventures, new roads to explore and new success to reach 

At this early stage in the New Year, ask yourself “What is my wildest dream?”  Whatever your 
visions write them down and sign and date them to cement and allow the power of your intention to 
take you forward.  Ensure you listen to and understand every word you say and every thought you 
think, and make them all Light and Positive, then every second of every day you continue to make a 
difference in our world wherever you are as we move into this magical year of change.  

Embrace the Magic of the Moment 
Be happy, healthy, wealthy and free 

Keep having lots of fun and enjoying yourselves 

I WISH YOU AN ABUNDANCE OF LOVE, EVERY HAPPINESS, GOOD 
HEALTH, GOOD LUCK, SUCCESS AND PROSPERITY 

*  *  * ALL LOVE *  *  * 
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